
muting, but it was fixed by the host.

the initial noise. but the presentation was very good.

People where not muted in the beginning

In the beggining, we could not understant anything, because some people had their microphones on

The muting from the participants in the beginning

The audio and video weren't always syncronized

Sound wasn't ok.

The sound quality at the beginning .

The sound

Sound problems

We couldn't hear the speakers very well

Only the sound is not very well

Just the sound.



Everything was ok

The last part, about the Malawi project.

the idea of entrepreneurship where of students and teachers work together.

The examples of the entrepreneur activities

I found out new things about enteprenourship in schools in Malawi.

how to organize student entrepreneurship at school as a subject

The Malawi Project

Ideas of youth company

Practical examples given

I think it is great to see what you do with your students. For us entrepreneurship is a way of teaching stuff.

Loved the way the teacher-student relationships seem to work in your country and the way you give your students the chance to make a change in society. We could all learn something from it.

The pratical examples are always useful to learn from and aply with students.

Presenting the Malawi Project and all the benefits and the Youth Code

The whole Malawi project was an interesting and useful experience

It was interesting /but we cannot offer this method at this level / it gives me an idea for school, as a school project. and that we can use our "proceeds", however small, for a social theme. Within the home country = 4th world. (of which our students participate a lot)

Project Malawi Ub

The part were you presented practical examples

Malawi Project was very interesting. We could get some ideas from all presentation in order to diverify our school offer and how to involved stidents in activities.

all

Getting to know the project.

Presentation of the project because I didn't know his way of Erasmus and projects.

Project Malawi UB

Projet Malawi

practical examples

The internet cafe part was very useful to us, as well as the fundraising topic.



The whole topic

The whole Malawi project was an interesting and useful experience

The internet cafe part was very useful to us

I like very much the Malawi Project and arts included

The operational part of entrepreneur theories applied with engaged young students and partnership support

The presentation of the project.

the Malawi Project

The presented models for activities were presented good and I think I will use some of them in our school too.

keep up the good work!

Congratulations for all the activities!

Thank you for the information

it sounds really great and inspiring what you do, very interesting!!

was very useful for me

No

No. Good job

Thank you so much for the presentation. It is amassing what you do with your students.

Awesome job!

Congratulations!

Congratulations! Keep continuing this kind of projects envolving students and preparing them for the next level of their life.

Everything was fine

it is nice to see what you achieve / and how much pleasure you can expect from it

Congratulations!

Everything was great.

Congrats and Merry Christmas!

Thank you for all

No

Congratulations and thank you!

Congratulations

Congratulations

a little bit more interactivity between participants

Congratulations, very well done!

Great work

Everything was fine

Congratulations!

Good work

Goodwork. See you later.

Congratulations!

Everything was perfect.







Loved the way the teacher-student relationships seem to work in your country and the way you give your students the chance to make a change in society. We could all learn something from it.

It was interesting /but we cannot offer this method at this level / it gives me an idea for school, as a school project. and that we can use our "proceeds", however small, for a social theme. Within the home country = 4th world. (of which our students participate a lot)









It was interesting /but we cannot offer this method at this level / it gives me an idea for school, as a school project. and that we can use our "proceeds", however small, for a social theme. Within the home country = 4th world. (of which our students participate a lot)


